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 NOTE: Tempo: vs 1&2: 77; chorus: 151. Performed by Christene Jackman. www.christenejackman.com 
 
 

(gce/c) 
C         g,d,f/C     C                       g,d,f/C     C           g,d,f/C     C    g,d,f/C      

Silver in    the clouds  -  and in my     mirror 
C/A       g,d,f/A     C/A          g,d,f/A    g,d,fG      C/E 

Lines across the sky  -  appearing nearer 
C/E  F         Dm7                        C 
Oh, where  -       did the time go? 
 
C           g,d,f/C     C                 g,d,f/C     C              g,d,f/C     C    g,d,f/C      

Living in the       Past  -  is mist in    morning 
         C/A      g,d,f/A     C/A          g,d,f/A      g,d,fG      C/E 

The rising   of the     sun  -  extends its warning 
C/E         Dm7                  Am                  G 
So, we'll know  -      the past is lost to time 
 
         C#                                                 Abm 
 The past will never catch up   -  so pour us both another cup 
                   B                                                   F#m    F#m/Eb      C# 
 And we'll watch through the window  -  rain     falling  on snow 
 
         C#                                                 Abm 
 The past will never look up   -  so pour us both another cup 
                   B                                                   F#m    F#m/Eb      C# 
 And we'll watch through the window  -  rain     falling  on snow 
          F#m/A         Dm7            F/G             C    Dm7          F/G            C add d 
 And see    -         where our dreams can go.     It's not over, you know? So… 

 
      Dm7                                                       Dm7/G     Dm7                                          Dm7add D/G 

Take measure of each step    -              As long as you have breath 
                    C add D             cdg/F    C/E           F              G/A Am G/Am            Dm7 G 
Search the horizon and see --    Beyond this Life lies Eternity …  Don't you know?   

 
                 C#                                           Abm      C#           Abm     

He's the God of the Living, not the dead.     (instrumental) 

C#                                   Abm                           C#                                  Abm     
  "oo-vi-kash-tem oti       oo-me-tza-tem  -  oo-vi-kash-tem oti      oo-me-tza-tem . . ." 

 
 B ----  Eb   F/Eb    G ….. 
C    g,d,f/C     C      g,d,f/C      C/A   g,d,f/A   C/A   g,d,f/A   g,d,fG   C/E   F   Dm7  C add d 
 



 

ָכל ִני בְׁ שֻׁ רְׁ ם ִכי ִתדְׁ ָצאתֶּ ם ֹאִתי ּומְׁ תֶּ שְׁ ם-יג. ּוִבקַּ כֶּ בְׁ בַּ לְׁ : 
 

oo-vi-kash-tem oti,  oo-me-tza-tem,  ki  tid-re-shu-ni  be-chol—le-vav-chem 
 

"And you will seek Me and find Me, when you search for Me with all your heart." 

Yirmeyahu/Jeremiah 29:13 

NOTE: "you" is plural in the Hebrew. 


